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⇩Overview

Today’s IT professionals need an
easy-to-manage and
comprehensive email security and
compliance solution. Barracuda
Essentials for Email Security
provides cloudbased advanced
targeted attack protection, email
continuity, encryption and data
leakage protection, and archiving at
an affordable price — no additional
hardware or software required.

The Barracuda Advantage
Real-time detection for dynamic threat analysis
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with 24x7 updates and protection
Link protection deters targeted phishing and spear
phishing attacks

Outlook plug-ins and mobile apps for easy user
access

100% cloud-based: No hardware or software
required

Centralized cloud-based management console
Backed by Barracuda Central, with over 170,000
active sites reporting threat intelligence across all
potential vectors

Product Spotlight
Delivered in SaaS model
Cloud-based email security with ATP, encryption,
and DLP

Advanced Threat Protection to protect against
targeted attacks

Cloud-based archiving for compliance and e-
discovery

PST management for efficiency and control*



Cloud-based Archiving

The Barracuda Cloud Archiving Service integrates
with Office 365, Exchange, and other email services to
provide a complete cloud-based archive with no
additional customer hardware or software required. A
multi-functional add-in for Outlook, mobile apps for
iOS and Android, and a dedicated web interface
enable end users to retrieve and restore any message
ever sent or received, even if deleted from the mail
server.

Demonstrate Compliance

The Barracuda Cloud Archiving Service retains email
outside the production environment in a dedicated
and secure immutable store, with granular retention
policies ensuring that original data is kept for as long
as needed without risk of amendment or deletion.
Role-based security controls ensure that only
authorized personnel have access to data within the
archive, while comprehensive audit trails make
compliance easy to demonstrate.



E-discovery and Legal Hold

The indexed archive provides iterative multilevel
search and tagging capabilities, enabling the
Barracuda Cloud Archiving Service to support
complex audit and discovery exercises. Additionally,
an intuitive role-based interface shortens the response
time to find specific messages when needed.
Selected data can be preserved on legal hold for as
long as needed, and exported out when required for
subsequent analysis or disclosure.
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